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Abstract

Evidence shows that psychic disturbances among women during pregnancy and postnatal period causes depression syndrome. Risk factor of postnatal depression includes depression and anxiety and stressful life experience during that risky period. Statistic from the city of Sukabumi indicated the unavailability of data on post natal depression among women. The study question is to evaluate the outcome of exercise among depressed post natal women in Sukabumi city in 2014, during six to sixteen weeks after delivery. The study design is pre-and post-outcome evaluation of post natal exercise intervention. Out of 120 target population obtained from the main Cross Sectional Survey, it was selected study sample of 14 depressed women. A regime of post natal exercise was given to the sample, consist of postnatal exercises for 10 weeks @ 3 sessions per week or 30-50 min exercise per session done in the morning before 10 O’clock and in the afternoon after 3 p.m. The outcome variable is EPDS score before and after intervention of post natal exercise. The cut-off point to determine possible depression is EPDS score of ≥10. Univariate analysis was conducted on socio-demographic characteristics of the sample. Bivariate analysis was done to test a null hypothesis that EPDS is the same pre-and post-exercise, assuming that no other variables confound the intervention. The paired t-test results indicated that the EPDS decreased significantly 7.6 points (p<0.05) after 10 weeks from 13.15 (10.66, 15.64) down to 5.55 (4.20, 6.90). After 10 weeks of postnatal exercise conducted, out of 14 subjects there was one subject who remained depressed, but the other 13 women were normal (p<0.05). Software used was SPSS v17 trial version. The study infers that postnatal exercise routine and regularly may be promoted to be conducted by local health services.
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Introduction

According to Gavin et al. [1], a psychic disturbance among women during pregnancy and during postnatal period causes depression syndrome indicated by various emotional disturbances, cognitive and behaviour, which is repeated over time [2-4]. It is different with clinical depression characterized by mood disturbances which affects daily life in long term period, in the form of moderate to severe depression between 4-12 months after delivery [5-8]. DSM IV (Diagnostic and Statistical of Mental Disturbances, classify psychic disturbances into three groups: Firstly, depression with minor symptoms which will disappear without treatment after five days; secondly, major depression a manifestation of severe depression; thirdly, psychosis which requires treatment [9,10]. It was reported that 50% of depression cases are not detected [11,12]. Depression may affect foetus development, temperament and behaviour of infants after birth, in which amongst children of 3-6 years old from depressed postnatal mothers, their IQ was lower than children of normal mothers [13].

Risk factors of postnatal depression consists of several factors, including first 90 days after delivery among primipara mothers with an incidence of 13%, depression during pregnancy (10-20%); anxiety and stressful life experience during pregnancy and postnatal; lack of social support and depression history; women of reproductive age [4,14-16]. Other factors include family history of depression, bipolar disturbances, child abuse history, single mother, having children more than three, smoker, low social economic status, age of less than 18 and older than 35 years old, and lack of social support. Other risk factors include inability to cope with problems, social stress and unwanted pregnancy [17-19]. Risk factors in the developing countries consist of low educational levels and low payment job [20]. Biological risk factors comprise of hormonal factor, i.e., decreased serotonin, delayed reuptake from neurotransmitter [21,22].

Currently, depression is the main contributor of disease burden among other mental health diseases, and is estimated to become second highest in ranking in 2020 [23]. It is estimated that the prevalence of postnatal depression in developing countries is 25%, whereas in Asia is between 11-61% in which its 30% is among productive age women 20-50 years old [24]. In general, depression affects 6% of adults every year and is the main cause of suicide [18,25,26].

In Indonesia depression is a serious mental health problem which requires proper response, whereas in the province of West Jawa, depression was ranked second highest amongst mental and emotional disturbances with a prevalence of 9, 3%. Results of study in West Jawa found that 11-30% postnatal women experience an increased risk of depression [27,28]. Data from Statistic Office of Sukabumi city in 2010 indicated there were 7.498 births, in which 1.071 experiences obstetric disturbances during delivery [27,29]. However, data on prevalence of depression among postnatal women did not available in Sukabumi district 48.

Depression during postnatal period among women is measured using Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) six days after delivery, in which score of bigger than 13 shows a severe depression
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EPDS is easily used six weeks after delivery with sensitivity of 60% and specificity of 97% 23, which is comparable with other measurement which ranges from 75-100% [8,23].

Various efforts have been used to reduce the depression during and after delivery, such as antidepressant, hormonal and supplements [32,33]. In addition to pharmacological and psychological treatments, exercise is an effective treatment for depression, as indicated by results of study conducted among depressed women participated in intervention study which shows that exercise has a significant impact in lowering the depression [18,33-37]. It is associated with an increased level of certain chemicals in the brain through brain neurotransmitter called endorphin which interacts with brain receptors to reduce pain, stabilizes body temperature and pacify feelings [38]. It was also observed an increased body temperature, better blood flows resulted in axis hypothalamus-Hypophysis-adrenal, as well as physiological reactivity on stress [39,40].

Post natal exercise is believed to strengthen muscle tone using additional load or body weight to resist the muscle contraction, which is done three times a week for ten weeks period. Post natal depression can be reduced by regular exercise such as walking, swimming, load exercise or jogging, which may create better mood [37,41]. It does not include high impact exercise such as running, jumping and aerobic exercise [42].

Post natal light exercise done at home will be more effective because post natal women should avoid fatigue [43]. Recommended post natal exercise consists of systematic exercise using additional loads or body weight to resist muscle contractions, three times a week for 10 weeks. Women practising more post natal exercise will experience less depression than those who do not exercise [35].

Evidence shows that pregnancy and delivery are the main risk factors for depression during pregnancy and during post natal period, in addition to other factors. Statistic from West Jawa province and from the city of Sukabumi in West Jawa indicated the unavailability of data on post natal depression among women as measured by EPDS instrument. It was known that other than psychotherapy and anti-depressant treatment applied to depressed women after delivery, light exercise and training has proved to have a beneficial impact to reduce post natal depression, even though the type of exercise was varied. In this analysis it was aimed to prove that post natal exercise has a beneficial impact to reduce the depression among women after delivery. The study question is therefore to observe the outcome of exercise among post natal women in Sukabumi city in 2014, during eight to sixteen weeks after delivery on depression as measured by EPDS score.

Materials and Methods

Materials and settings

The target population of this analysis was 120 women who delivered their babies in various health service units in the city of Sukabumi, West Jawa province in 2014, obtained from the Survey of the impact of Exercise and Slimmer on Maternal Health condition, Physical Fitness, Mental Health and Hormonal Status among Delivering Women in Hospitals in Sukabumi City in 2013.

The study design is an outcome evaluation of post natal exercise intervention in the framework of a Survey of the Impact of Exercise and Slimmer on Maternal Health condition, Physical Fitness, Mental Health and Hormonal Status among Delivering Women in Hospitals in Sukabumi City in 2013.

The main data sets of the main Survey consists of socio-demographic variables as well as various independent and dependent variables, such as pregnancy history including last pregnancy, disease history including back pain, anthropometric data (body weight, height, arm circumference, ratio of waist circumference and arm circumference, urine incontinence, hematologic data (insulin, triglyceride, LDL and HDL cholesterol, glucose and oestrogen).

As a partial study a sub-sample of 14 depressed subjects was selected from 120 main sampled women datasets. In this study those risk factors obtained from the main survey was not analysed. The outcome variable is Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) score, whereas the intervention is the post natal exercise. The measurement of EPDS was conducted before and after the exercise.

EPDS score was obtained using a questionnaire which consists of 10 items to be completed in around 5 min [44]. The response was recorded and scored between 0 and 3, resulted in total score between 0 and 30 points. The cut-off point to determine possible depression is 10. The higher the score the more likely the women suffer from depression.

The intervention regime consisted of postnatal exercises for 10 weeks @ 3 sessions per week or 30 sessions with 30-50 min exercise per session to be done in the morning before 10 O’clock and in the afternoon after 3 p.m. The exercise was done in a standing and lying down position. In standing position the movement consists of shoulders movement, bending with back in a straight position with nose to touch knees. In a lying down position, legs are bended and moved to the right and to the left, followed by lifting the buttock with pressure.

Univariate analysis was conducted to portrait the descriptive statistics of all selected variables collected among the sub-sampled women only, such as age, number of children, occupation and education, as well as depression before and after post natal exercise. Other data for other separated analysis such as anthropometric, pregnancy and delivery, back pain and haematological data was not analysed in this study. Central tendency and spread of data was presented for outcome variable, i.e., depression scale. Bivariate analysis was done to test the null hypothesis that EPDS is the same before and after postnatal exercise, assuming that no other variables influence the outcome.

Results

The characteristics of sample in terms of age, number of children, occupation and last educational status is presented in Table 1.

Majority of postnatal mothers was young between 20 and 35 years old (71.4%), having two children (36%), working mothers (57%) and...
have moderate education level (57%). The following table (Table 2) indicated that the mean of depression scale decreased from 13.15 (10.66, 15.64) during pre-exercise down to 5.55 (4.20, 6.90).

Furthermore, paired sample t-test of EPDS mean between pre- and post exercise shown in Table 3 indicated that there was a highly significant difference of 7.60 point (p<0.05).

Prior to conducting t-test, normal distribution data was confirmed using Shapiro-Wilkinson test. Finally, Monte Carlo test was conducted, and the results showed that after 10 weeks period of post natal exercise conducted among 14 depressed women, there was only one subject who was still depressed, but the other 13 women were normal with EPDS score <10 (p<0.05).

**Discussion**

Results of this study indicated that the data was valid, as shown from the 95% CI of the depression scale as shown in Table 2. The depression scale before intervention ranges from 12 to 15 among all 14 subjects, whereas after exercise was between 0 and 9 among 13 subjects, except one subject who still depressed. On average it was reduced by 60% or decreased by 7.6 point. We convinced that the efficacy of exercise in reducing the depression among post natal women was proven. Results of a systematic review and meta-analysis by Blamey et al. support this finding that exercise conducted among postnatal women reduced the postnatal depression (PND). Results of this study that observe a decreased depression was also shown by other study [28] (Elvira, 2006) who indicated that 50-85% of women experience psychic and psychological disturbances after delivery, but less depressed (statistically significant at p<0.05) after underwent postnatal exercise despite one study that showed differently in which there was no significant decrease of depression after exercise intervention [18,34,44-49]. In terms of biologic plausibility, it can be explained by the fact that by practising exercise regularly it will in turn increase the content of endorphin in the muscle which affects neurotransmitter in the brain to reduce depression. Endorphin will interact with receptors in the brain that stabilizes the body temperature and creates good feeling and mood [38].

**Conclusions**

Measurement of depression using Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) during pre- and post-exercise intervention among 14 women after delivery in the city of Sukabumi, West Java confirmed that the depression was reduced from an average scale of 13.15 (10.66, 15.64) to 5.55 (4.20, 6.90). The range of depression score was decreasing from moderate depression (score of 12-15) to normal (score of 0-9). This 60% reduction or 7.6 point of reduction was significant proving the efficacy of the post natal exercise to reduce the PND.
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